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How much is enough? Informing 
conservation targets with 

threshold science
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Renewed interest in forest 
conservation targets

• Resilience given 
changing climate and 
disturbance

• Cumulative effects 
of disturbance and 
management

• Strategies are not 
maintaining values



The time is right

• What can science tell us?

• “…modernize land-use planning and sustainably manage 
B.C.’s ecosystems, rivers, lakes, watersheds, forests and old 
growth.”

• “Improve wildlife management and habitat conservation…”



How much is enough?

• How much for what?
– To maintain ecological integrity

• How much of what?
– Representative ecosystems

• How much?
– Habitat thresholds
– Historic variability
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Ecosystem function

Convert energy

Gather nutrients

Store carbon; regulate climate

Store and transport water and nutrients

Filter water

Decompose, recycle nutrients, build soil
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Biodiversity and ecological 
function

• Not all species are necessary for ecosystem 
function—but many increase resilience
– Richer ecosystems are more resilient
– Even rare species can be important to resilience
– Portfolio

• Recognise ignorance—we don’t know
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Ecosystem services

Provide clean water, air, soil, food, fuel, medicines



How much is enough?

• How much for what?
– To maintain ecological integrity

• How much of what?
– Representative ecosystems

• How much?
– Habitat thresholds
– Historic variability



Maintaining biodiversity means 
maintaining habitat

• Different organisms need different habitat
• Need to conserve different ecosystem types



How much of what? 
Representative Ecosystems

• Ecosystems vary 
by

– Topography 
(climate, position on 
slope)

– Soil (moisture, 
nutrients)

– Disturbance history 
(age, legacies)

Meidinger and Pojar 1991



Representative Ecosystems: Site Series

As climate envelopes shift, current site series summarise
underlying drivers—enduring features—of a location



Using Variant Can Lead to Loss of Productive 
Ecosystems



Representative Ecosystems: seral 
stages



Young Mature Old



How much is enough?

• How much for what?
– Ecological integrity

• How much of what?
– Representative ecosystems

• How much?
– Habitat thresholds
– Historic variability



How Much of each Ecosystem?

Retain sufficient area of each natural 
ecosystem to maintain ecologically viable 
populations of organisms across their ranges 
and to maintain ecological function

1. Empirical guidance: thresholds
2. Theoretical guidance: historic variability



Guidance from threshold studies

• Ideal: studies showing the probability of 
change to ecological integrity at different 
levels of representation

• Available: studies showing threshold change in 
population or communities at different levels 
of representation
– Habitat-amount thresholds can indicate potential 

change to ecological function



Why Thresholds?

• Any change from simple 
relationship implies 
something else is going on 
beyond less space

• New variable = potential 
ecological shift

– Changed connectivity 
(dispersal, isolation, mating)

– Changed pollination, 
predator/prey, social 
factors, behavioural choices

– Increased sensitivity to 
stochastic disturbance
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Threshold studies

• in abundance or 
occupancy within 
habitat

• in reproduction
• in number of species 

in a community

Abundance threshold

Extinction threshold
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Published studies on thresholds—plants, 
invertebrates, amphibians, birds, mammals



Threshold studies 

• No occupancy below 
a threshold
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Threshold studies 

• Population viability 
and seed set

Remaining habitat
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Threshold studies 
• Extinction: change 

in population over 
time
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Results: threshold studies 
• 30 species or communities: mostly birds, also 

mammals, amphibians, invertebrates and plants
• Thresholds vary
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Threshold Science Update

• Thresholds pervasive 
(e.g., 80% of forest 
birds W. US; Gutzwiller
et al. 2015)
– Improved habitat 

definition
– Improved analysis 

techniques

• Confirmed range of 
thresholds
– Individual species and 

meta-analyses
– Some higher

• Sensitive species may 
be already lost—first 
entry biggest impact 
(Betts et al. 2017)



Threshold Science Update

van der 
Hoek et al 
2015

Species 30% 50% 70%
Pileated Woodpecker 0.83 0.85 0.87
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 0.49 0.79 0.94
Least Flycatcher 0.8 0.84 0.88
Common Raven 1 1 0.99
Black-capped Chickadee 0.99 0.99 1
Red-breasted Nuthatch 0.24 0.42 0.63
Brown Creeper 0.38 0.51 0.64
Winter Wren 0.23 0.41 0.63
Hermit Thrush 0.27 0.57 0.83
Veery 0.89 0.93 0.96
Golden-crowned Kinglet 0.28 0.37 0.47
Red-eyed Vireo 0.99 0.99 0.99
Blue-headed Vireo 0.35 0.58 0.78
Black-and-white Warbler 0.56 0.7 0.8
Nashville Warbler 0.22 0.33 0.46
Magnolia warbler 0.32 0.53 0.72
Black-throated Blue Warbler 0.16 0.37 0.65
Yellow-rumped Warbler 0.57 0.75 0.87
Black-throated Green Warbler 0.54 0.74 0.88
Blackburnian Warbler 0.21 0.45 0.72
Ovenbird 0.8 0.94 0.99
Canada Warbler 0.27 0.38 0.51
Scarlet Tanager 0.92 0.94 0.96
Dark-eyed Junco 0.64 0.8 0.9
White-throated Sparrow 0.07 0.17 0.36



Threshold Science Update: 
Amount > Pattern

• Amount predicts 
abundance, persistence, 
genetics better than 
pattern 

• Most thresholds 
associated with amount 
not pattern (Gutzwiller
et al 2015)

Jackson and Fahrig 2016
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Using thresholds: species habitat
• Coastal BC—experts estimated low and high-

risk thresholds for habitat for focal species

Marbled murrelet Mountain goat



Foraging Area (2,400-3,000 ha)

Breeding 
Area 100ha

Goshawk threshold
Thanks to Frank Doyle

need 50 – 60% mature/old forest



Goshawk threshold

• Interior goshawk population collapsed 
– 4 of 100 known pairs nesting 2014
– 95% remain abandoned in 2017

• Remaining pairs were in intact habitat 
• 18 new nests found 

– 90% in areas with >50-60% mature/old forest



2005Harvest History across the Landscape 



2015



More broadly
• Science suggests 25 – 75% is needed to 

conserve biodiversity
• Noss’s “bold” approach: nature needs half

Noss and 12 others 2012. Conservation Biology 26:1-4 DOI: 10.1111/j.1523-1739.2011.01738.x



Using thresholds

• Great Bear Rainforest: 
– 70% of expected old = low risk (Price et al. 2009)

• Many other large-scale conservation planning 
efforts use ~ 60% of total area 
– Greater Yellowstone Ecosystems—70% (Noss et al. 2002)

– Southern Rocky Mountains—62% (Soule and Noss 1998)

– Florida—highly developed—57.5% (Hoctor et al. 2000)



Historic “natural” variability
• Historic variability tells us how much of each 

ecosystem has been present over time
• Idea: further beyond historical range = 

higher risk

From Andison et al. 2009

From Keane et al. 2009
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Historic disturbance 

23-40%

37-60%

58-69%

17-33%

41-61%

Amount over 140 years

Craig DeLong

Natural varies by ecosystem 
type

•Dry pine forest disturbed 
often: ~1/4 old
•Wet spruce forest disturbed 
less: > 1/2 old



Guidance from historic variability
• In regions with cooler, wetter climates, focus 

on old forest
• In the interior, old is still important, but also 

focus on natural young ecosystems
• Use historic disturbance to tailor 

conservation to specific regions



Using historic variability as a guide
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Thresholds and historic variability

• For every ecosystem and age class…
• Can apply thresholds to median disturbance 

over time
– 60% of historic median = low risk

• Add variation around median to increase 
diversity
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Caution: don’t double count

60% of minimum HRV = Low Risk

• Applying thresholds as a proportion of 
minimum amount of historic is inappropriate
– Puts ecosystems further outside of natural range
– Doesn’t maintain threshold amount



Caution: natural disturbance doesn’t 
stop

Total area 1,000 ha
Natural old (40%) 400 ha

Ignore 
disturbance

Account for 
disturbance

Set-aside (target 50%) 200 ha 500 ha
Old after time 80 ha 200 ha
Old after time (% natural) 20% 50%

• To achieve a long-term target % old, set aside the 
target % of total area

• Use HRV to assess risk to ecological integrity



Including natural disturbance

“for a fire cycle of 140 
years, approximately 50% 
of the landscape would be 
needed in protected areas 
to keep the age-structure 
inside NRV”



What science can say 
• Thresholds suggest 50 - 60% of historic 

amount of each ecosystem for low risk
– Matches other lines of evidence
– Add OGMAs (or similar)

• HRV suggests natural young matters too
– Salvage less
– Retain more in stands
– Change OGMA concept from oldgrowth to 

natural (maybe NOGMAs)
• Don’t just move OGMAs when disturbed
• Temporally dynamic units



Our landscapes are naturally

Diverse
Disturbed
Dynamic

Resilience
Connectivity
Refugia



Climate refugia

Strahlberg et al  2018

• BC hosts end-of-
century macro-refugia

• Trees and birds
• Climate velocity
• We have opportunities



What science can’t say 

How much risk is 
acceptable

Collaboration
Land-use planning

Precaution
Flexibility





Guidance from historical variability
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Uncertainties
• Short-term studies can’t detect extinction debt
• Reproductive thresholds higher than occurrence 

thresholds
• Community thresholds are the endpoint of many 

extinctions
• Matrix hostility affects thresholds
• Rare species seem more sensitive, but hard to gather 

sufficient data
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